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Intel IT: Blazing the Trail
to Multi-Platform Apps
In IT, the technical strategy and
architecture group is responsible for
driving the enterprise capabilities to
support our efforts. This year, we are
concentrating much of our energy towards
the implementation of what we call
five-star applications. Because this is
foundational, this effort crosses all of the
capabilities that are key targets covered
by this edition.

To do this, we are providing our
development community with a platform
that helps improve the time to market and
reuse.

The five-star concept supports our
direction of enabling 1* Secure, 2* User
Experience based, 3* Multi-platform
capable, 4* Multi-Device enabled, 5* with
the ability to Interact and Evolve to
support our future interactions and
devices.

Follow me on Twitter: @EdLGoldman
https://twitter.com/EdLGoldman

We are also on a mad dash to get more
services in place with the view that
services are the rule, not the exception.
Learn more about Intel IT’s five star
concept.

“We are also on a mad dash to get
more services in place with the
view that services are the rule, not
the exception.”
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a new mobile app (for smart phones)
and digital magazine (for tablets). Down-

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

load this app and you’ll receive a regular
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cadence of articles from Intel IT thought
leaders sharing their insights on IT
strategy, best practices and examples
of the ways IT is committed to deliver
business value to Intel. The app delivers
rich multimedia content from an extensive portfolio of IT@Intel white papers,
videos, radio shows, podcasts, as well
as the Intel IT Annual Report. Join in the
conversations and connect with other IT
professionals via social sharing and help
Intel IT keep the conversation going
throughout the year.
Download the app at www.intel.com/it
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